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Artistic dossier 

Amer & Àfrica circ cia.  

  

ENVÀ a unique universe of straw full of action, subtlety and touches of humour 

‘acció i tocs d’humor  
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SYNOPSE 

Between 250kg of straw and 125kg of 
human mass, two people play around 
through the movement, balance, humour 
and composition of space, exploring the 
peculiarities of human relationships. 

ENVÀ (in Catalan) is a thin wall that is 
constructed to separate spaces. 

People often build mental walls that protect 
us from a serious emotional danger 
regarding others. We spend our lives looking 
for a way to free ourselves and all we need 
is to knock that wall down. The wall doesn’t 
let us fully feel and communicate without 
barriers. Symbolically, we reflect the 
stupidity of human nature and all those 
actions we do in vain in order to find each 
other. 

This concept is brought to life hand to hand 
circus technique. Combining the integration 
of figures in the context, joining acrobatics 
with history, humour and intensity, emotion, 
innovation and beauty. 

CREATIVE TEAM 

  Original concept   Amer & Àfrica 

Performers   Amer & Àfrica 

External view   Jorge Albuerne & Karl Stets 

Lighting   Ivan Tomasevic 

Original music   Karl Stets 

Costume design   (tbc) 

 

GENERAL FEATURES 

Duration: 40-50min 

Audience type: For all ages 

Type of space: Outdoor & indoor 

Genre: Circus 

Circus disciplines: Hand to hand 

Other techniques:  Movement, physical 
theatre. 

Set design: Urban furniture and hay bales 
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IMPORTANT Keep in mind that straw can cause an allergic reaction to people with 

sensitivity. We recommend you inform the public of this. (either images or written).

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OUTDOOR 

Scenic space: 8x8m firm, level and dry surface. Minimum height 6m 
Set up time: 1 hour   
Set down time: 1h 30min 
 
Other important needs: 

- A wall near the stage area (it can be behind, next to, in front of, etc.) on 
which we do acrobatics. To have balconies, street lights, benches or urban 
furniture is ideal.   

- It is better to have a space sheltered from the wind instead of performing in 
the middle of a square.  

- Industrial rubbish bags. 
- 2 brooms and a dustpan. Vacuum cleaner optional. 
- Sound system and mini jack input. 
- 1 person to play the music.  
- Changing room and shower. 
- Water. 

 
Contact: +34 666720329 Amer 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS INDOOR 

Scenic space: 8x8m firm, level and dry surface. Minimum height 6m 
 
SCHEDULES 

- Set up time: 3 h (1,5h for lightening and 1,5h for set up and warm up) 
- Set down time:: 2h 

 
Other important needs: 

- A wall near the stage area (it can be behind, next to, in front of, etc. ) on 
which we do acrobatics. It has to be strong. 

- No curtains, backdrop and tissues. The wall must be visible. 
- 1 technician  
- Industrial rubbish bags. 
- 2 brooms and a dustpan. Vacuum cleaner optional. 
- Sound system and mini jack input. 
- 1 person to play the music.  
- Changing room and shower. 
- Water. 

 
Lighting plan: to be confirmed 
 
Contact: +34 666720329 Amer 
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THE COMPANY  

After 5 years of training and creating 3 short 
circus pieces, Amer and Àfrica present the 
result of the newest and biggest adventure: the 
creation of ENVÀ. A 40-50 min outdoor show 
where they put all they have learned and all 
they still have to learn about their relationship 
as a flyer and base, and also their artistic 
curiosities.  

They are in an important moment of definition 
of their way of understanding circus arts. With 
Bunkai piece (premiered in Trapezi of Reus 
2015) they started to find their style that’s 
dynamic, original, and with touches of humour. 
In this point all their background as technique 
and investigation asks for a longer piece, that’s 
why they put in ENVÀ lots of ideas they have 
done in this lasts years. 

Working on BLOCK for Nofitstate Circus -a 
pioneering contemporary circus company in the 
UK, founded 30 years ago, and Motionhouse  -a 
leading UK contemporary dance company, 
founded in 1988.  Amer and Àfrica have learnt 
different ways of working, creating and 
understanding circus. Waking up their desire  to 
have their own adventure, the first big project 
of the company. 

Amer also took part of the creation of «En 
Attendant la Suite» the new show of the 
French circus company "La main s'affaire" 
Àfrica has worked in 19th winter circus in 
Ateneu popular de 9 Barris with a circus 
company called Colectivo Tierra in a show 
called F.I.R.A.  
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IN COLLABORATION WITH 

 

COMMISSIONED BY  

 

 

 

 

CONTACT 

 

 

 

 

 

www.amerafricacirc.com 

amerafricacirc@gmail.com 

 

+34 636231280 Àfrica  

+34 666720329 Amer  
 

Booking:   

Alina Ventura 
+34 - 652 356 493 
info@lamaleta.cat 

 

 

Project selected by the Funds for creation of the cooperation project De Mar a Mar, in the frame of 
the POCTEFA programme. With the support of La Central del Circ, La Grainerie, Hameka, Zirkozaurre 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ameriafricacirc/  

 

https://www.facebook.com/ameriafricacirc/
http://www.amerafricacirc.com/
mailto:amerafricacirc@gmail.com
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